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Introduction
In the era of pervasive computing and communications, another thesis on wireless communi-
cation and networking might seem obsolete or outdated. However, we have all experienced
bad reception while using our cell phone (also known as poor quality of service), we have
all forgotten to recharge the device during the night and subsequently be unable to use
it during the day (energy/battery problems) and we have waited for too long for cellular
technology to mature until we could start exchanging pictures or videos with our friends
using our cell phones. Even in that case, data speed (throughput) is signicantly less than
the speed of Wi-Fi wireless technology we have been using in our homes. Finally, we have
all failed to talk to our friends using our cell phones in large venues like the celebration of
4th of July in front of Media Lab, when thousands of people alongside Charles river gather
to enjoy the spectacular reworks but fail to communicate over the cellular network.
Could we enhance the quality of service (QoS), increase the data speed (throughput)
and/or reduce the required energy (and therefore increase battery life) for any wireless
user, without overusing precious resources like the expensive available bandwidth or scarce
resources like the available battery energy? Could we further reduce the transmission power
levels of every base station and therefore minimize public health risks due to electromagnetic
radiation? Could we create wireless networking architectures that scale with increasing
number of users and if possible perform better the more users the system have?
Recent developments on multi-antenna transceivers (also known as Multi-Input Multi
Output systems) have shown that for the same bandwidth and power1 resources compared
to traditional single-antenna communication, MIMO systems could increase throughput
(multiplexing gain) and/or increase reliability of communication (diversity gain). The ex-
tra degree of freedom apart from time and frequency comes from space by exploiting the
possible statistical independence between transmitting-receiving antenna pairs that could
provide for independent, parallel spatial communication channels at the same carrier fre-
quency and at the same time. In other words, MIMO systems exploit space and statistical
properties of the wireless channel and typically need intensive signal processing computa-
tion for channel estimation and information processing. Apart from extensive computing
requirements, engineering and physical limitations preclude the utilization of many anten-
nas at the mobile terminal (typically no more that two antennas at the cordless phone) and
therefore multi-antenna transceivers are typically utilized at the base station side.
What happens when multiple antennas belong to dierent users? Could we exploit
1Energy and power will be used equivalently, since they are dierent by a multiplying factor, the infor-
mation symbol duration.
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multiple observations from users distributed in space of the same information signal, given
the broadcast nature of the wireless medium? Could we earn the benets of traditional
MIMO theory when the antennas belong to dierent users? In other words, this thesis
explores users in a network as an additional degree of freedom apart from time, frequency
and space, in combination with the intrinsic properties of the wireless channel. The problem
of user cooperation in wireless communication poses exciting challenges given that a) the
computing (processing) capabilities of cooperating users are limited since we will assume
that they are mobile with xed computing capacity and energy consumption b) cooperation
basically means that one user will use her own battery to relay information destined for a
dierent user and therefore strong incentives should be inherent in the cooperative scheme
and c) coordination at the network level among the cooperative nodes should be manifested,
which is a radical change given the fact that all existing communication stacks have been
organized according to point-to-point, non-cooperative communication.
This thesis addresses all the above issues. We are discussing the optimal signal processing
strategies for cooperative communication and we show that user cooperation, under certain
assumptions, results in substantial total energy saving. Therefore, if you cooperate in
order to relay information for somebody else then somebody else will cooperate for your
transmissions and at the end, the total energy used in the network is substantial smaller
compared to that used in traditional non-cooperative communication. In other words, if you
cooperate, then your battery would last longer. Moreover, under certain assumptions, the
spectral eciency (bits per second per hertz) of user cooperative communication is higher
than that of non-cooperative communication. In other words, if you cooperate, then your
bits will get across faster. A goal behind this thesis is to quantify the spectral eciency
gains and battery life savings as a function of number of users and compare those gains
with traditional non-cooperative multi-hop architectures.
Coordination algorithms required for user cooperative communication will be extensively
studied in this thesis. However, the notion of cooperation can be extended to other impor-
tant problems: if users in a network have strong incentives to cooperate for ecient wireless
communication, then they could use cooperative strategies for network time keeping and
positioning. We will show that cooperative communication networks could autonomously
maintain a global clock (time keeping) and also be used for positioning estimation, using
local computation. Therefore the network becomes the timing and positioning system with
specic accuracy and precision performance. Ecient communication and autonomous tim-
ing and positioning are considered the most important problems in future wireless sensor
networks.
1.0.1 What this thesis is NOT about...
This thesis is NOT about routing of information in adhoc networks. Routing research
usually models point-to-point communication and builds routing technology on top. In
this thesis, we are reinventing wireless communication to accommodate cooperation so as
to exploit dierent users in space as an additional degree of freedom apart from time and
frequency.
This thesis (and thesis proposal) is not about simplistic modeling of the wireless channel.
It is not rare to see in wireless networking research, wireless transmission to be modeled
as a xed radius transmission, above which communication is prohibited and only below is
possible. In this thesis we will use realistic models based on actual measurements, without
that articial on-o property. As a consequence of the above, in this thesis we will NOT in
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(a) A transmitter is placed close
to a perfect reector, that could
be a conductive wall. Assum-
ing no absorption from the wall
(perfect reection), we calculate
the electromagnetic eld ampli-
tude at specic region, at the far
eld.
Received Field
(b) The calculated eld amplitude as a function of space,
for the case depicted in the previous picture. Depending on
the phase dierence between the direct signal and the sig-
nal reected by the wall, there are locations far away from
the transmitter, that have stronger eld amplitude than lo-
cations closer to the transmitter. Observe, for example the
circled points.
Figure 1.1: Calculating the eld of a single transmitter and a single, perfect reector. It
can be seen that depending on the phase of the direct transmission signal and the reected
from the wall signal, the eld might be stronger at a point in space which is at a larger
distance from the transmitter, compared to a point closer to the transmitter. Therefore,
the instantaneous received power (proportional of the square of the electromagnetic eld)
is a function of the environment with temporal and spatial uctuations. User cooperative
communication exploits that phenomenon by using the antennas of \other" users.
general make the assumption that in a chain of three nodes A-B-C where A can communicate
with C, node A could x its transmission power so as to reach B but not C, simply because
that is very hard in practice since it always depends on the temporal and spatial properties
of the wireless channel.
1.0.2 Thesis Proposal Outline
We will continue with the approach of user cooperation in wireless communication where
there is one pair of transmitter and receiver of information and one cooperating intermediate
node (relay). We continue with the cases of several relays and several transmitter-receiver
pairs. Then we generalize the notion of cooperation for autonomous timing and positioning.
Each section includes background information, current progress and proposed deliverables.
The proposal is completed with the proposed timetable and required resources.
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v = 3.98
(a) Measurement of the received power prole as
function of distance at 916MHz for an indoor en-
vironment.
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(b) Articial generation of a similar prole, us-
ing Rayleigh fading and propagation coecient v
taken from measurements of the previous gure.
Figure 1.2: Received power as a function of distance from the transmitter from actual mea-
surements (gure 1.2(a)) or from articial generation using Rayleigh fading and propagation
coecient v estimated from measurements. The model (right gure) matches reality (left
gure).
1.1 Antenna Sharing and User Cooperation
The main idea behind this thesis is that when the signal received by a specic user is in
a deep fade (either because there is an attenuating obstacle between that user and the
transmitter (shadowing) or because there is destructive addition at the receiver due to the
phase dierences between the original signal transmitted and its reected versions by the
environment (fast fading)), then there might be a nearby user who might have received
a better quality version of the same information, since wireless is inherently a broadcast
medium. User cooperative communication employs schemes that exploit that better copy
of received information, as opposed to existing non-cooperative communication schemes
that basically discard information destined for dierent users and consecutively prohibit
path diversity at the signal level. Therefore, in order to study user cooperation in wireless
communication, its benets and deciencies, we rst need a realistic and simple model of
the wireless channel.
In gure 1.1 we see the electromagnetic eld amplitude as a function of space when
there is a single transmitter and a single reector, a large conductive wall. Depending on
the phase dierence between the signal arriving at a specic point in the far eld and the
signal reected by the wall, their addition might be destructive (they could subtract) or con-
structive (they could add) providing for certain points in space with higher eld amplitude
than others, even though the former might be at a greater distance from the transmitter
than the latter (observe the circled points at gure 1.1(b)). It can be shown that for this
simple example, moving from points of destructive addition to points of constructive addi-
tion requires change of coordinates by a factor of a quarter of a wavelength (=4). Changing
the location of the reector or mobility of the transmitter also change the electromagnetic
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eld and therefore it is easy to understand that the temporal uctuations of the wireless
channel depend on how often the physical environment changes.
In reality, there are usually more than one reectors especially in highly scattering indoor
environments. In gure 1.2(a), received power prole as function of distance at 916MHz
for an indoor environment is depicted [cite alberta]. It is natural to assume that there are
many independent reectors and therefore the complex 2 channel coecient hij between
transmitter i and receiver j could be modeled as a complex gaussian random variable,
according to the central limit theorem. Then it is not dicult to see that jhijj is distributed
according to Rayleigh distribution and jhijj2 according to an exponential distribution with
parameter 1=E[jhijj2].
From gure 1.2(a) [cite alberta] we can make an estimate of E[jhj2] as a function of
distance. Assuming that received power Pr / E[jhj2] / 1=dv
ij where v is the propagation
coecient and shows how quickly power is decreased as a function of distance. In free space,
since electromagnetic eld drops as 1=d, the received power would drop as 1=d2 and v = 2.
In practice, there is no free space and we can see that v could be greater than two: from
gure 1.2(a) we can estimate v since
10 log10Pr(d1)
10 log10Pr(d2)
= v
10 log10(d2)
10 log10(d1)
(1.1)
Using the red markers, we can estimate v close to v = 4. Then we can articially create
received power prole according to Rayleigh fading, using E[jhj2] = 1=d3:98
ij . Comparing the
two plots, it can be seen that Rayleigh fading provides a realistic approximation of wireless
channels and further improvements could be made by adding a constant term that could
model the gain between the transmitting and receiving antennas.
In [cite win], it was shown that the path loss could be modeled as a two slope function in
a log-log scale with propagation coecient v ' 2 for distances close to the transmitter and
v ' 7 for distances above a threshold. Several researchers have suggested Lognormal fading
instead of Rayleigh fading as a more realistic model of wireless channels while others have
suggested Nakagami fading from which Rayleigh fading can be seen as a special case. For
the discussion of this proposal, we will be using Rayleigh fading with various propagation
coecients v, since Rayleigh is the baseline model used in wireless research and a good
approximation of reality as can be seen from gures 1.2(a), 1.2(b).
It is interesting to note that in a free-space environment where the transmit and receive
antenna are placed in dierent heights, it can be easily shown that the received power drops
faster than 1=d2 for large d, due to the phase dierence between the direct signal and the
signal reected by the ground. Therefore, v = 4 is a very realistic assumption for both
indoor or outdoor environments.
Having briey described models for the wireless channel, we are ready to describe user
cooperative communication.
1.1.1 Antenna Sharing and User Cooperation in Wireless Communica-
tion
Approach
In traditional non-cooperative communication between node 1 and 3 (gure 1.1.1), it is
benecial in terms of transmission energy, to break the communication in two steps: from
2it is complex since there are two orthogonal transmissions in general, the I (in phase) and Q (quadrature)
transmission.
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Figure 1.3: Direct transmission, multi-hop transmission, cooperative transmission.
initial transmitter 1 to an intermediate node 2 and from 2 to nal destination 3, since
the received average signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) could be higher at node 2 than in node 3
for a given transmission power from node 1 and consecutively node 1 could transmit with
decreased power. In user cooperative communication explored in this thesis, we do not
assume xed transmission radius (that would allow node 2 but not node 3 to receive) and
we do not imply that there is a transparent mechanism that allows node 1 to magically
discover intermediate nodes between its location and the nal destination. We simply allow
the receiver (node 3) to combine optimally, the signal received from the transmitter (node 1)
and the signal overheard and retransmitted from another cooperating node (node 2), as seen
in gure 1.1.1. The communication happens in consecutive communication channels (either
consecutive time slots or dierent frequency carriers, one for the direct transmission and one
for the relayed one) and therefore, as described here the cooperative scheme reduces again
by a factor of two the end-to-end spectral eciency, compared to direct communication. But
at the same time, the receiver now has access to two copies of the same information, coming
from two possibly independent paths. In other words, by employing a more realistic model
for the propagation of radio frequencies and by exploiting the inherent broadcast nature of
the wireless medium, we have a cooperative scheme which is strictly better than traditional
multi-hop communication and it remains to be seen how it could be engineered to perform
better (and to what extent) compared to traditional non-cooperative communication.
Note that the scheme described could be applied in narrow-band communication where
one symbol slot is allocated for the direct transmission (during which the intermediate nodes
overhear) and the next symbol slot is used for the relayed transmission by the overhearing
cooperating node and the receiver waits until both copies are received in order to combine
them and make a decision on what was originally transmitted. Also note that the intermedi-
ate node doesn't know apriori what is originally transmitted and need to make an estimate
too. More on this later.
In gure 1.4 Symbol Error Probability (SEP) of cooperative communication compared
to non-cooperative communication is depicted, for various propagation coecients v and
8-PSK modulation scheme. It can be seen from the left gure that SEP is always smaller in
the case of cooperative communication when the total transmission energy is kept constant.
There are substantial energy gains which in the context of this thesis will be called coop-
eration energy gains and if we inverse one of the plots in the left gure, we can calculate
the energy ratio E
E1+E2 in the right gure, where E1 = E2 are the transmission energy
used in the transmitter and the cooperating relay respectively and E is the transmission
energy used in the non-cooperative, traditional communication. As can be seen from the
right gure, cooperative communication needs less TOTAL transmission power which is
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Figure 1.4: Performance of cooperative communication compared to non-cooperative com-
munication in left gure (using 8-PSK and various propagation coecients) and total trans-
mission energy ratio for target Symbol Error Probability (SEP)=10 3 in right gure (using
8-PSK and v = 4), in Rayleigh wireless channels. Relay decodes and encodes (digital re-
lay). We can see that cooperative communication is more reliable compared to traditional
point-to-point communication, leading to higher reliability or transmission energy savings.
important on a per-node basis for extended battery life as well as on a network basis, since
smaller transmission energy can be translated in smaller interference to neighboring nodes
and therefore in more scalable wireless networking.
In the previous plots we assumed user cooperative communication, for 8-PSK modula-
tion when the cooperating relay node is between transmitter and receiver, 1/4 their distance
closer to the transmitter. Since communication happens in two steps, 8-PSK modulation
corresponds to 3 bits per two channel usages or 1.5 bits per second per hertz compared to
3 bits per second per hertz (and decreased reliability) for non-cooperative, direct commu-
nication. In gure 1.5 we depict the region of intermediate relay node locations where the
SEP of 8-PSK user cooperative communication is strictly smaller than the SEP of 2-PSK
non-cooperative communication, for relays that digitally decode and re-encode the received
information and two cases of SNR. It can be seen from that gure that even though equal
total transmission energies are used, there are regions where the ratio
SEPnon coop
SEPcoop is higher
than one, meaning that user cooperative communication is more reliable that traditional
communication, with higher spectral eciency 3/2=1.5 bits per second per hertz compared
to 1 bit per second per hertz of traditional non-cooperative communication, given equal total
transmission energy used in both cases. This simple example shows that user cooperative
communication could lead to faster uncoded communication for the same resources used,
compared to traditional point-to-point communication, by exploiting the physical properties
of wireless propagation and the ability of multiple observations through antennas belonging
to dierent users distributed in space.
The above plots are based on Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC) of the direct and
relayed copy when the intermediate node digitally decodes and encodes (regenerates) the
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Figure 1.5: Figures on the right show the ratio of Symbol Error Probability (SEP) of
non-cooperative communication vs SEP of cooperative communication as a function of
intermediate node location, for Rayleigh fading, demonstrating 50% throughput increase of
cooperative communication compared to non-cooperative one, when the relay node is placed
inside the depicted areas (gures on the left). Propagation coecients are v = 4;v = 5 and
the relay decodes and re-encodes the received information (digital relay). Distances are
normalized to the point-to-point distance between transmitter and receiver.
received information. An alternative approach for the intermediate node would be to am-
plify and forward the received information and leave any kind of detection of information to
the nal receiver. For the digital case, we can calculate the end-to-end symbol error prob-
ability as one minus the probability of correct transmission which is basically the product
of probability of correct reception between transmitter and relay and probability of correct
reception of a MRC receiver when the two copies come from two dierent paths, one from
the transmitter and one from the intermediate relay:
SEPAD = 1   (1   SEP1!2)(1   SEP1!3
2!3
) (1.2)
where the symbol error probabilities for M-PSK, are calculated by the following equations:
SEP1!2 =
1

Z M 1
M 
0
sin2()
sin2() + sin2(=M) 1!2
d (1.3)
SEP1!3
2!3
=
1

Z M 1
M 
0
sin2()
sin2() + sin2(=M) 1!3
sin2()
sin2() + sin2(=M) 2!3
d (1.4)
i!j = E[khi!jk2]
Ei
N0
; E[khi!jk2] /
1
dv; (1.5)
with hi!j, the wireless channel between transmitter i and receiver j and Ei the symbol
energy transmitted by node i. More involved equations have been reported in literature
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for the MRC receiver in Rayleigh channels with unequal power branches [ref mrc-rayleigh]
giving same numerical results as from 1.4, however equation 1.4 is a compact and neat way
to describe the mrc receiver performance and we calculated it using results from [ref aluini
and win].
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Figure 1.6: Regions of intermediate node location where it is advantageous to digitally relay
to an intermediate node, instead of repetitively retransmit. M=8 and the depicted ratio is
the ratio of SEP of repetitive transmission vs SEP of user cooperative digital communica-
tion. The cooperative receiver optimally combines direct and relayed copy. Distances are
normalized to the point-to-point distance between transmitter and receiver.
An alternative technique would be to keep digital decoding and regeneration but allow
the relay to retransmit only if it had a high condence of correct decoding. That condence
could come from the measured, received instantaneous SNR, khi!jk2 Ei
N0. Otherwise, if
the relay couldn't retransmit, the original transmitter would repeat the transmission. We
make the assumption that the channel will be independently dierent during the second
retransmission. Under those assumptions, the overall end-to-end symbol error probability
for this adaptive scheme becomes:
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SEPadaptive = SEP1!3
1!3
(1   Pr(relay transmits)) + SEPAD Pr(relay transmits) =
= SEP1!3
1!3
+ Pr(relay transmits) (SEPAD   SEP1!3
1!3
) (1.6)
From the above equation, we can see that adaptive relaying as described above is better
than repetitive transmission, if and only if cooperative digital relaying (as described before)
is better than repetitive transmission. Therefore, a natural question is when digital relaying
and mrc combining at the receiver are better than repetitive transmission, when in other
words, user cooperation is more benecial than traditional point-to-point communication
when repetitive transmission and mrc combining are used. The answer is given in gure 1.6:
whenever the relay is placed inside the depicted regions, the probability of error is smaller
than repetitive transmission, proving that user cooperative, all-digital communication is
benecial in various Rayleigh environments. We can see that the higher SNR, the smaller
the region, since high SNR is able to mitigate fading of the wireless channel with repetitive
transmission, given independent realizations of the wireless medium.
Observe also that the regions are not symmetric but they are \squeezed" toward the
transmitter, since the probability of error is aected by the probability of correct trans-
mission to the relay. Therefore, halfway the distance between transmitter and receiver, is
NOT the optimal location to place a digital relay. In gure 1.7 we can see the ratio of
probabilities of error SEP1!3
1!3
=SEPAD as a function of space.
The thesis has also studied analog amplify-and-forward in the context of M-PSK com-
munication. The regions in that case are symmetric between transmitter and receiver, as
opposed to the digital case, and the performance is slightly better. We have omitted the
presentation of the plots due to space restrictions. More results for the analog case could
be found in [3]. However, we will present results for analog relaying, when multiple nodes
cooperate in the next section.
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Figure 1.7: Ratio of SEP of repetitive transmission vs SEP of user cooperative digital com-
munication. Distances are normalized to the point-to-point distance between transmitter
and receiver.
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1.1.2 Antenna Sharing and User Cooperation in Wireless Networks
Approach
A natural next step in our research was to study the case where multiple relay nodes are
willing to cooperate. Is it better to have all of them relay and in that case what kind of
space-time coding is needed? Or is it better to use a single relay depending on the channel
conditions and in that case how such a scheme could be facilitated in a fast and distributed
way?
(a) First hop. (b) Second hop.
Figure 1.8: During the rst hop an information symbol is transmitted toward the receiver
and overhearing nodes. During the second hop, an amplied version of the received infor-
mation plus noise is forwarded to the receiver from the intermediate nodes. During the
second hop, the original transmitter can transmit a dierent symbol.
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Figure 1.9: Ergodic capacity histogram of opportunistic relaying vs traditional approaches.
Note that opportunistic relaying achieves higher capacity than proposed techniques in the
literature (\All-relays case").
In 1.8 we present the cooperative multi-antenna relay channel, where during the rst
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time slot, there is transmission from a multi-antenna transmitter toward a multi-antenna
receiver and overhearing relays and during the second slot there is transmission from the
cooperating relays toward the receiver. During the second slot there is also a new trans-
mission from the transmitter toward the receiver. We assume that the relays amplify and
forward their received information (analog relays that retransmit information plus their own
noise) and a compact analysis could be found in [ref witt] which we have omitted due to
space restrictions. If we further x constant the total transmission power from transmitter
and relays, we can start searching for the optimal strategy of cooperation when multiple
relays are present.
We tried two schemes: the \All-relays" case where each relay amplies the received
information until the energy (or power) of the amplied signal reaches a threshold (set by
transmitter electronics and legislation) and our strategy, the \Opportunistic relay" case,
where a single relay retransmits, and particularly the one that has the best path between
transmitter-relay and relay-receiver. Specically we pick relay m, the one that maximizes
the function minfh1;l;hl;3g:
m = argmax |{z}
l
fminfh1;l;hl;3gg; l 2 [1;R] (1.7)
where h1;l;hl;3 are the wireless channel coecients between transmitter 1-relay l and relay
l-receiver 3 respectively, among R relays.
The results are shown in the next gure 1.9 where it can be seen that the opportunistic
relaying yields higher capacity compared to the traditional \All-relay" case proposed in
[ref laneman thesis or 2002 paper]. Moreover, the opportunistic relay case needs simpler
space-time coding given the fact that only one relay retransmits and optimal space-time
coding technique can be found [ref alamouti] while in the all-relays case, optimal space-time
coding techniques are still unknown.
Opportunistic relaying proposed in this thesis can be engineered using a simple cooper-
ative Medium Access Control protocol: ready-to-send packet (RTS) from the transmitter
and clear-to-send packet response (CTS) from the receiver are used by all overhearing re-
lays to measure the channel coecients h1l;hl3 for each relay l. Those measurements are
used as seed to timers that expire quicker for the higher values of the seed. Then the relay
with the times expired rst, is the relay with the best channel coecients, which eventually
transmits. The other relays listen to the relayed transmission and back o. This scheme has
been implemented in our lab [ref gures] and it is the rst manifestation of a cooperative
mac protocol, to the extent of our knowledge.
Notice from the above gure 1.9 that the overall ergodic capacity of the amplify-and-
forward cooperative relay channel, in both schemes, is smaller than the point-to-point er-
godic capacity 3 of non-cooperative direct communication. That was also reported in [ref
nabar]. This is reasonable to expect, for two reasons: a) the total transmitted energy in the
cooperative case does not exceed the energy transmitted in the non-cooperative case and b)
the intermediate nodes do not beamform their information, even though they have knowl-
edge of the forward channel between their location and the receiver. However the dierence
in terms of ergodic capacity is not dramatic and cooperative relaying has the advantage of
achieving capacity using the same total power distributed in more nodes and therefore, each
node transmits with smaller power compared to non-cooperative communication, where all
the power is transmitted by a single node. In other words, cooperative communication is
3ergodic capacity is the maximum achievable spectral eciency under
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milder in terms of interference caused to neighboring nodes and it seems more suitable for
better scalability in wireless communication and networking, compared to non-cooperative
communication.
Another interesting dimension of cooperative communication as described so far, is the
fact that energy gains come from smart exploitation of the ergodic properties of the wire-
less channel variations and the fact that more spatial observation of the same information
could come from dierent users. Less transmitted power is needed without high complexity
Forward Error Correction (FEC) techniques. In [cite rex min] it was shown that the energy
used by a receiver to implement forward error correction techniques is not negligible, in
fact the energy needed becomes so large to the extent than might make direct one-hop
transmission less energy expensive compared to multi-hop transmission! Cooperative com-
munication, even in its uncoded version 4 as described above provides for substantial energy
gains and becomes suitable for applications where each node can not aord high complexity
hardware or very energy-expensive computation.
Typical applications of low-cost sensor networks fall into this category. In other words,
cooperation at the signal level among the members of a wireless network provides for the
necessary redundancy to communicate reliably and therefore, FEC techniques could be
simplied. There is also an additional advantage related to delay: the most ecient FEC
techniques use \large" blocks of bits, building on top of the Asymptotic Equipartition Prin-
ciple so as to exponentially reduce the probability of error with the block length. That
implicitly imposes a delay in the reception of information, which could be reduced if coop-
erative communication is employed.
1.1.3 Progress and Deliverables
We have investigated so far the case where one stream of information is served, in a single
hop scenario. We know the important regions where the intermediate relay should be
located for both strategies of analog-amplify and forward relay or digital regeneration relay
and we have generalized the results for the case of multiple candidate relays, demonstrating a
distributed algorithm to pick the \best" relay, in terms of channel conditions and RF-signal
quality.
In this thesis we are generalizing the above results, when cooperative communication is
employed in a network of users with more than one streams of information. We would like
to quantify the spectral eciency gains and/or the transmission energy gains compared to
traditional multi-hop communication and examine their scalability laws when the number
of users increases. It is well known that in the presence of several \interfering" streams
of information, the optimal receiver is the \zero-forcing" receiver (not the maximum ra-
tio combiner) and its performance depends on the Signal-to-Noise and Interference Ratio
(SNIR), instead of Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR).
 To what extent cooperative communication can alleviate the \Charles River" problem,
as we described it in the rst paragraph of our introduction and what kind of density
of cooperating nodes is required?
 What is the amount of Joules per bit transmitted or relayed per node that can be saved
when cooperative communication is employed compared to traditional multi/single-
hop communication?
4without error correction
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 Or how quality of service in a given network could be improved by using cooper-
ative communication and antenna sharing compared to traditional cellular one-hop
architectures?
 And nally, what kind of incentives could be engineered in a network of users so as
to \bootstrap" and sustain cooperation, while outcasting free-riders in the network
(those for example who always transmit but never relay) 5. Is there a game theoretic
framework and in that case is there any equilibrium that provides a benecial solution
for every memebr in the network?
1.1.4 Prior Art
mention the work by Kumar and Gupta, its validation using theory from routing in multi-
processor systems by X from Princeton, work from Shepard. emphasis on their methodology
and the fact that their result provide for bounds in the case of multi-hop non-cooperative
communication. Our goal here is to provide for similar bounds in the case of cooperative
communication, with antenna sharing as described above.
mention the work from Sedonaris and Laneman.
mention the work by Nabar, by Wittneben.
mention the work by Toumpis and Bletsas.
mention the work by Win, alberta people etc.
1.2 Cooperative Autonomous Timing and Positioning in Wire-
less Networks
The second part of the thesis will study the advantages and disadvantages of user coopera-
tion for cooperative time keeping and location estimation.
1.2.1 Cooperative Timing
Approach
The key question is whether a global clock could be established in a network, using local
communication among its members. The goal is to provide a common time reference in a
scalable way, without specialized servers and unnecessary communication overhead.
Such decentralized approach was analyzed and implemented in our lab [cite the two
technical reports]. We manage to establish a global clock and quantify its error as a function
of network diameter, when each node needs to exchange timestamps with neighbors only one
hop away. In gure 1.2.1, a visual proof of synchrony at the edges of a network is provided
when the nodes synchronize using our statistical, decentralized technique. Quantication
of the error is provided in gures 1.11(a), 1.11(b).
1.2.2 Cooperative Positioning
Approach
The idea behind cooperative location estimation is that in high density networks, the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) of communication between a node and its neighbors might be several
5also known as the tragedy of the commons, a situation where cooperation basically fails.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.10: Visual proof of synchrony. A \heartbeat" pattern is synchronized over the
network and displayed at the edges. The distributed, server-free approach for network
synchronization resembles the decentralized coordination of colonies of reies and inspired
this work.
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orders of magnitude better than that when the node communicates with a beacon or a
satellite station at the edges of the network. If a node could estimate its location relatively
to its neighbors, and their neighbors relatively to their neighbors and so on, then the network
could provide for topology estimation without any external infrastructure, much in the same
way it could provide time using cooperative statistical methods as we discussed above.
Imagine a set of N nodes in a network where for each node i, the 3x1 vector xi corre-
sponds to the x,y,z coordinates information. If all the N (N + 1)=2 distances among the
nodes of the network are known (including the distances of each node from the origin),
then through a simple singular value decomposition it is straightforward to calculate the
coordinates of each node, as can be seen from the following equations. Notice that X is the
Nx3 matrix of the unknowns.
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jjxi   xjjj = jjxijj2   2xT
i xj + jjxjjj2 = d2
i;j ) (1.8)
xT
i xj =
jjxijj2   d2
i;j + jjxjjj2
2
= kij
X = [xT
1 ;xT
2 ;:::;xT
n]; X XT = [kij]; ) (1.9)
X XT = V  V T ) X = V 
1
2 (1.10)
This is however a centralized solution that requires all the N (N + 1)=2 distances to
be computed and conveyed to a central processor. Such solution would impose large com-
munication overhead. We could follow a simpler, cooperative approach: each node should
estimate its location relatively to its neighbors, and their neighbors to their neighbors and
so on.
In order for a node i to estimate its location relative to its neighbors, in principle three
distance measurements are needed. Those three measurements lead to a set of non-linear
equations:
jjxi   x1jj2 = jjxijj2   2xT
i x1 + jjx1jj2 = d2
i;1
jjxi   x2jj2 = jjxijj2   2xT
i x2 + jjx2jj2 = d2
i;2
jjxi   x3jj2 = jjxijj2   2xT
i x3 + jjx3jj2 = d2
i;3 (1.11)
Since we assume high density networks, we could exploit an additional measurement to a
fourth neighbor:
jjxi   x4jj2 = jjxijj2   2xT
i x4 + jjx4jj2 = d2
i;4 (1.12)
Subtracting the last equation from the equations of the previous non-linear system, we end
up with a simple linear set of equations, easy to manage, where the only unknown is the
vector xi with the coordinates of node i:
2xT
i (x4   x1) = d2
i;1   d2
i;4 + jjx4jj2   jjx1jj2
2xT
i (x4   x2) = d2
i;2   d2
i;4 + jjx4jj2   jjx2jj2
2xT
i (x4   x3) = d2
i;3   d2
i;4 + jjx4jj2   jjx3jj2 (1.13)
In practice, the distances between each node and its neighbors can be calculated only
approximately, within specic accuracy and precision that depends on the SNR of the
measurement. The goal of this research is to nd out how that error propagates and
increases as the diameter of the network increases.
We were motivated by the need of a cheap, beacon-free indoor location estimation
system, based on Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) measurements. RSSI-based
range estimation suers from multipath (channel fading), however in our approach we need
measurements between \close" neighbors only, which provide for relatively high and stable
SNR measurements. The rst experiment was range estimation for tabletop applications
where we used cheap infrared transceivers (gure 1.2.2). Range was estimated accurately
within 1 cm error at a rate of 10Hz, provided that the transceivers were aligned.
The second experiment was locating a dog inside a building using RF RSSI measure-
ments from a large set of cheap embedded RF transceivers (gure 1.12(a), 1.12(b)). The
key question is whether the high density of nodes could mitigate and reduce the inherent
noise of range estimation using RSSI measurements.
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Figure 1.11: Demonstration of less than centimeter range estimation using low cost infrared
transceivers and RSSI measurements. The second node translates RSSI measurements to
range information and sends that information to a pc connected to a projector. This method
assumes alignment between the transmitting and receiving node.
(a) Finding Shiba indoors using low cost em-
bedded RF in large quantities inspired this
work.
(b) Each node estimates its location using 4
neighbors. Why 4 and not 3? Read document.
1.2.3 Progress and Deliverables
We have adequately covered the problem of cooperative network time keeping [cite bletsas
papers and reports so far].
We will focus on the problem of cooperative network location estimation, using peer-
to-peer range measurements with specic accuracy and precision distributions and study
how estimation error increases or decreases with density of nodes. Computation should be
local based on the above equations, however we need to modify them so as to account for
the fact that the range between any two nodes can be calculated only approximately and
in some cases a range of values could be estimated instead of a single value.
 given a specic model for wireless fading and noise and a specic range estimation
technique with known accuracy and precision distributions, how location estimation
error scales as a function of density of a network? what is the minimum density that
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achieves accuracy and precision of topology estimation within specic bounds?
 if we start calibrating the network, by \infecting" it with nodes with precise location
information, how much network topology estimation is improved? And in this case
what is the most appropriate density of known location nodes compared with that of
unknown location nodes?
1.2.4 Prior Art
brief description of indoor location estimation systems in the literature and emphasis on
the fact that the majority of them is based on custom infrastructure (beacons, grids etc).
emphasis on the fact that little has been done on pure \adhoc" location estimation
without any kind of infrastructure...
1.3 Required Resources
need for a faster computer... thesis will be based on analytical results - boring simulations
will be avoided as much as possible -
1.4 Timetable
MAY 2005 (which is the end of 4th year in the phd program - end of 6th year in media lab).
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